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COMPUTING CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS USING FIXED
POINTS
LORING W. TU
(This article was published in A Celebration of the Mathematical Legacy of Raoul
Bott, CRM Proceedings and Lecture Notes, vol. 50, American Mathematical Society,
Providence, RI, 2010, pp. 185–206. This version differs from the published version in
that Sections 6 and 7 have been switched, as they should be.)
This article has its genesis in a course that Raoul Bott gave at Harvard in the fall
of 1996 shortly before his official retirement. The topic of the course was equivariant
cohomology, which is simply the cohomology of a group action. The course was to cul-
minate in the equivariant localization formula, discovered by Berline and Vergne, and
independently by Atiyah and Bott, around 1982. When a manifold has a torus action,
the equivariant localization formula, while formulated in equivariant cohomology, is a
powerful tool for doing calculations in the ordinary cohomology of the manifold. It
extends and simplifies Bott’s work several decades earlier on the relationship between
characteristic numbers and the zeros of a vector field ([5]).
In one of the lectures during the course, Raoul Bott considered an action of a circle
on a projective space and computed its equivariant cohomology from the fixed points
using the Borel localization theorem. After class, he asked me if I could do the same for
a homogeneous space G/H of a compact, connected Lie group G by a closed subgroup
H of maximal rank, under the natural action of a maximal torus. Unbeknownst to me
at the time, and perhaps to him also, this problem had been solved earlier and is in
retrospect not so difficult (see [1] and [9], which contain much more than this). As was
his wont, Raoul liked to understand everything ab initio and in his own way.
Using Bott’s method, I worked out the equivariant cohomology ring of G/H from
the fixed points of the torus action. I saw then that some of the lemmas I developed for
this calculation may be used, in conjunction with the equivariant localization formula,
to calculate the ordinary (as well as the equivariant) characteristic numbers of G/H .
The idea of relating integration of ordinary differential forms to integration of equi-
variant differential forms is folklore. It is implicit in Atiyah–Bott ([2, Section 8]) and
explicitly stated for the Chow ring in Edidin–Graham ([11, Proposition 5, p. 627]).
When the fixed points are isolated and the manifold is compact, by converting ordi-
nary integration to equivariant integration, one can hope to obtain the original integral
as a finite sum over the fixed points of the action. While the idea is simple, its execution
in specific examples is not necessarily so. The explicit formulas for the characteristic
numbers of G/H obtained here are involved but beautiful, and serve as an affirmation
of the power and versatility of the equivariant localization formula. Throughout this
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project, I met with Raoul many times over a period of several years. This article is
a testimony to his generosity with his time, ideas, and friendship, and so I think it is
particularly appropriate as a contribution to a volume on his mathematical legacy. To
make the article more self-contained and in an effort to emulate Raoul Bott’s style,
about half of the article is exposition of known results, for example, the computation
from scratch of the ordinary cohomology rings of G/T and G/H . Although the results
are known, I have also included the computation of the equivariant cohomology rings of
G/T and G/H , partly because Bott’s method of using the Borel localization theorem
may be new—at least I have not seen it in the literature—and may be applicable to
other situations. I think of this article as an application of the equivariant localization
formula to one nontrivial example. It is nonetheless a key example, since every orbit of
every action is a homogeneous space. In the hope that the article could be understood
by a graduate student with a modicum of knowledge of equivariant cohomology, per-
haps someone who has read Bott’s short introduction to equivariant cohomology [7],
I have allowed myself the liberty of being more expository than in a typical research
article.
Throughout this paper, H∗( ) stands for singular cohomology with rational coef-
ficients. The main technical results are the restriction formulas (Proposition 10 and
Theorem 15) and the Euler class formulas (Proposition 13 and Theorem 19), which al-
low us to apply the Borel localization theorem and the equivariant localization formula
to compact homogeneous spaces.
Using techniques of symplectic quotients, Shaun Martin ([14, Proposition 7.2]) has
obtained a formula for the characteristic numbers of a Grassmannian similar to our
Proposition 23. Some of the ideas of this paper, in particular that of looking at the
fixed points of the action of T on G/T , have parallels in the Atiyah–Bott proof of the
Weyl character formula ([6]).
It is a pleasure to thank Aaron W. Brown for patiently listening to me and giving me
feedback, Jeffrey D. Carlson for his careful proofreading and comments, and Jonathan
Weitsman for helpful advice.
1. Line Bundles on G/T and on BT
Let G be a compact, connected Lie group and T a maximal torus in G. The
cohomology classes on the homogeneous space G/T and on the classifying space BT
all come from the first Chern class of complex line bundles on these spaces. Both
G/T and BT are base spaces of principal T -bundles: G/T is the base space of the
principal T -bundle G → G/T and BT is the base space of a universal principal T -
bundle ET → BT . For this reason, we will first construct complex line bundles on the
base space of an arbitrary principal T -bundle.
A character of the torus T is a multiplicative Lie group homomorphism of T into
C∗. Let Tˆ be the group of characters of T , with the multiplication of characters written
additively: for α, β ∈ Tˆ and t ∈ T ,
tα+β := tαtβ = α(t)β(t).
Denote by Cγ the complex vector space C with an action of T given by the character
γ : T → C∗. A character α : T → C∗ has the form α(t1, . . . , tℓ) = t
n1
1 · · · t
nℓ
ℓ , where
ti ∈ S
1 and ni ∈ Z ([10, Proposition 8.1, p. 107]). So the character group Tˆ is
isomorphic to Zℓ.
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Suppose a torus T of dimension ℓ acts freely on the right on a topological space X
so that X → X/T is a principal T -bundle. By the mixing construction, a character γ
on T associates to the principal bundle X → X/T a complex line bundle L(X/T, γ)
over X/T :
Lγ := L(X/T, γ) := X ×T Cγ := (X × Cγ)/T,
where T acts on X × Cγ by
(x, v)t = (xt, γ(t−1)v).
The equivalence class of (x, v) is denoted [x, v]. It is easy to check that as complex line
bundles over X/T ,
Lα+β ≃ Lα ⊗ Lβ.
Hence, L−α ≃ L
∨
α, the dual bundle of L.
The first Chern class of an associated complex line bundle defines a homomorphism
of abelian groups
c : Tˆ → H2(X/T ), γ 7→ c1(L(X/T, γ)). (1)
Let Sym(Tˆ ) be the symmetric algebra with rational coefficients generated by the ad-
ditive group Tˆ . The group homomorphism (1) extends to a ring homomorphism
c : Sym(Tˆ )→ H∗(X/T ),
called the characteristic map of X/T , sometimes denoted cX/T .
We apply the construction of the associated bundle of a character γ ∈ Tˆ to two
situations:
(i) The classifying space BT . Applied to the universal bundle ET → BT , this
construction yields line bundles
Sγ := L(ET/T, γ) = L(BT, γ)
over BT and cohomology classes c(γ) = c1(Sγ) in H
2(BT ). The characteristic map
c : Sym(Tˆ )→ H∗(BT )
is a ring isomorphism, since both Sym(Tˆ ) and H∗(BT ) are polynomial rings in ℓ
generators and the generators correspond. If χ1, . . . , χℓ is a basis for the character
group Tˆ and ui = c1(Sχi), then Sym(Tˆ ) is the polynomial ring Q[χ1, . . . , χℓ], and
H∗(BT ) = H∗(BS1 × · · · ×BS1)
≃ H∗(BS1)⊗Q · · · ⊗Q H
∗(BS1) ≃ Q[u1, . . . , uℓ],
because BS1 ≃ CP∞.
(ii) The homogeneous space G/T . Applied to the principal T -bundle G → G/T ,
this construction yields line bundles
Lγ := L(G/T, γ)
over G/T .
For each character γ on the torus T , the relationship of the line bundle Sγ over BT
and the line bundle Lγ over G/T is as follows. The universal G-bundle EG → BG
factors through EG → EG/T → BG. The total space EG is a contractible space on
which G acts freely. A fortiori, EG is also a contractible space on which the subgroup
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T acts freely. Hence, EG = ET . It follows that (EG)/T = (ET )/T = BT , so there is
a commutative diagram
G/T BT

 //
G

ET

 //

pt BG,

 //
 
representing G/T as a fiber of the fiber bundle BT → BG and the principal T -bundle
G → G/T as the restriction of the principal T -bundle ET → BT from BT to G/T .
Hence, the associated bundle Lγ = G ×γ C is the restriction of the associated bundle
Sγ = ET ×γ C from BT to G/T .
2. The actions of the Weyl group
The Weyl group of a maximal torus T in the compact, connected Lie group G is
W = NG(T )/T , where NG(T ) is the normalizer of T in G. The Weyl group is a finite
reflection group.
We use w to denote both an element ofW and a lift of the element to the normalizer
NG(T ). The Weyl group W acts on the character group Tˆ of T by
(w · γ)(t) = γ(w−1tw).
This action induces an action on Sym(Tˆ ) as ring isomorphisms. Let R be the polyno-
mial ring
R = Sym(Tˆ ) = Q[χ1, . . . , χℓ]
and RW the subring of W -invariant polynomials.
If the Lie group G acts on the right on a space X , then the Weyl group W acts on
the right on X/T by
rw(xT ) = (xT )w = xwT.
This action of W on X/T induces by the pullback an action of W on the line bundles
over X/T and also on the cohomology ring H∗(X/T ): if L is a line bundle on X/T
and a ∈ H∗(X/T ), then
w · L = r∗wL, w · a = r
∗
wa,
where we use the same notation r∗w for the pullback of a line bundle and for the pullback
of a cohomology class.
Proposition 1. The action of the Weyl group W on the associated line bundles over
X/T is compatible with its action on the characters of T ; more precisely, for w ∈ W
and γ ∈ Tˆ ,
r∗wL(X/T, γ) ≃ L(X/T,w · γ).
Indication of proof. Define ϕ : r∗wL(X/T, γ)→ L(X/T,w · γ) by
ϕ(xT, [xw, v]) = [x, v].
If we use a different representative xt to represent xT , then
(xT, [xw, v]) = (xtT, [xtw, v′])
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and it is easily verified that v′ = γ(w−1t−1w)v. Hence,
ϕ(xtT, [xtw, v′]) = [xt, v′] = [xt, (w · γ)(t−1)v]
= [x, v].
This shows that ϕ is well defined. It has the obvious inverse map
ψ([x, v]) = (xT, [xw, v]). 
Corollary 2. The characteristic map c : Sym(Tˆ )→ H∗(X/T ) is W -equivariant.
Proof. Let γ be a character on the torus T . Writing Lγ instead of L(X/T, γ), it
follows from the proposition that
r∗wc(γ) = r
∗
wc1(Lγ) = c1(r
∗
wLγ) = c1(Lw·γ) = c(w · γ). 
Corollary 3. For γ a character on T and w an element of the Weyl group W ,
w · c1(Sγ) = c1(Sw·γ).
Proof. This is a special case of the preceding corollary with X = ET . 
3. Fiber Bundles with Fiber G/T
Let G be a compact, connected Lie group, T a maximal torus, and W = NG(T )/T
the Weyl group of T in G. Suppose G acts freely on the right on a topological space X
so that X → X/G is a principal G-bundle. Then the natural projection X/T → X/G
is a fiber bundle with fiber G/T . We will have frequent occasion to call on the following
topological lemma.
Lemma 4. The rational cohomology of X/G is the subspace of W -invariants of the
rational cohomology of X/T : H∗(X/G) ≃ H∗(X/T )W .
The proof is based on the following two facts from [13]:
Fact 1. The compact homogeneous space G/T has a cellular decomposition into even-
dimensional cells indexed by the Weyl group.
This is a consequence of the well-known Bruhat decomposition (see [13, p. 35])1,
using the fact that a compact homogeneous space G/T has a complex description
GC/B = G/T , where GC is the complexification of G and B is a Borel subgroup
containing T . It implies that H∗(G/T ) vanishes in odd degrees and that the Euler
characteristic of G/T is χ(G/T ) = |W |.
Fact 2. If N = NG(T ) is the normalizer of T in G, then G/N is acyclic.
Proof. The projection G/T → G/N is a regular covering map with groupW = N/T .
Hence, H∗(G/N) = H∗(G/T )W . It follows that like G/T , G/N also has nonzero
cohomology classes only in even degrees. Since
χ(G/N) =
1
|W |
χ(G/T ) =
1
|W |
|W | = 1,
H0(G/N) = Q and Hk(G/N) = 0 for k > 0. 
1Fact 1 may also be obtained from Morse theory; there is a proof in [4] for G compact, connected,
and simply connected.
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Proof of Lemma 4. Factor X/T → X/G into X/T → X/N → X/G. Because
G/N is acyclic, the constant function 1 defines a global cohomology class on X/N that
restricts to a generator of cohomology on each fiber G/N of X/N → X/G. By the
Leray–Hirsch theorem, H∗(X/N) ≃ H∗(X/G).
Since X/T → X/N is a regular covering with group W = N/T , H∗(X/N) ≃
H∗(X/T )W . Thus, H∗(X/G) ≃ H∗(X/T )W . 
4. Cohomology Rings of G/T and G/H
Let EG → BG and ET → BT be universal bundles for the compact, connected
Lie group G and its maximal torus T . Since ET = EG, BG = (EG)/G and BT =
(EG)/T . So the natural projection BT → BG is a fiber bundle with fiber G/T .
Choose a basis χ1, . . . , χℓ for the character group Tˆ , let Sχi be the associated com-
plex line bundles over BT , and set ui = c1(Sχi). As noted earlier, if R = Sym(Tˆ ),
then
H∗(BT ) = Q[u1, . . . , uℓ] ≃ Q[χ1, . . . , χℓ] ≃ R.
By Lemma 4, the cohomology of BG is the subring of W -invariants in H∗(BT ):
H∗(BG) = H∗(BT )W = RW .
Theorem 5. Let RW+ be the submodule of R
W generated by all homogeneous elements
of positive degree, and (RW+ ) the ideal in R generated by R
W
+ . Then H
∗(G/T ) ≃
R/(RW+ ).
Proof. Consider the spectral sequence of the fiber bundle BT → BG with fiber G/T .
Since both the base BG and the fiber BT have only even-dimensional cohomology, all
the differentials dr vanish for r ≥ 2 and the spectral sequence degenerates at the E2
term ([8, Theorem 14.14 and Theorem 14.18]). Therefore,
H∗(BT ) = E∞ ≃ E2 ≃ H
∗(BG)⊗Q H
∗(G/T ).
In the picture of E2, H
∗(G/T ) is the zeroth column and H∗(BG) is the bottom row.
H∗(G/T )
p
q
0
0 1 2 3(⊕
p>0H
p(BG)
)
= (RW+ )
From the picture ofE2, one sees that the kernel of the restriction to the fiber: H
∗(BT )→
H∗(G/T ) is the shaded area, which is the ideal generated by
⊕
p>0H
p(BG) = RW+ .
Hence,
H∗(G/T ) ≃
H∗(BT )(⊕
p>0H
p(BG)
) = R
(RW+ )
. (2)
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This isomorphism is a priori a module isomorphism, but because the restriction map
H∗(BT )→ H∗(G/T ) is a ring homomorphism, the module isomorphism (2) is in fact
a ring isomorphism. 
In terms of the basis χ1, . . . , χℓ for Tˆ , let Lχi be the line bundle over G/T associated
to the character χi and let yi = c1(Lχi) ∈ H
2(G/T ). If i : G/T → BT is the inclusion
map as a fiber of BT → BG, then as noted in Section 1, Lχi = i
∗Sχi and
yi = c1(Lχi) = c1(i
∗Sχi) = i
∗c1(Sχi ) = i
∗ui.
Let H be a closed, connected subgroup of maximal rank in the compact, connected
Lie group G, and T ⊂ H a maximal torus. Denote by WG and WH the Weyl groups
of T in G and in H respectively.
Theorem 6. If R = H∗(BT ), RWH the subring ofWH -invariant elements, and (R
WG
+ )
the ideal generated by WG-invariant elements of positive degree in R
WH , then
H∗(G/H) ≃
RWH(
RWG+
) .
Proof. The natural projection G/T → G/H is a fiber bundle with fiber H/T . By
Lemma 4 and Theorem 5,
H∗(G/H) ≃ H∗(G/T )WH ≃

 R(
RWG+
)

WH = RWH(
RWG+
) . 
5. Equivariant cohomology and equivariant characteristic classes
Suppose a topological group G acts on the left on a topological space M , and
EG→ BG is the universal principal G-bundle. Since G acts freely on EG, the diagonal
action of G on EG×M ,
(e, x)g = (eg, g−1x),
is also free. The space MG := EG ×G M := (EG × M)/G is called the homotopy
quotient of M by G, and its cohomology H∗(MG) the equivariant cohomology of M
under the G-action, denoted H∗G(M). For the basics of equivariant cohomology, we
refer to [7] or [12].
A G-equivariant vector bundle E → M induces a vector bundle EG → MG. An
equivariant characteristic class cG(E) of E → M is defined to be the corresponding
ordinary characteristic class c(EG) of EG →MG.
By the definition of homotopy quotient, MG → BG is a fiber bundle with fiber M .
Let i : M → MG be the inclusion map as a fiber. We say that a cohomology class
α˜ ∈ H∗G(M) is an equivariant extension of α ∈ H
∗(M) if i∗α˜ = α. For example, if
E → M is a G-equivariant vector bundle, then any characteristic class c(E) has an
equivariant extension cG(E), since
i∗cG(E) = i∗c(EG) = c(i
∗EG) = c(E). (3)
Now suppose G is a compact, connected Lie group with maximal torus T . We
associate to a character γ : T → C∗ the complex line bundle Lγ on G/T :
Lγ = G×γ C.
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There is an action of the torus T on Lγ :
t · [g, v] = [tg, v], for [g, v] ∈ G×γ C,
where [g, v] is the equivalence class of (g, v) ∈ G × C. This action is compatible with
the action of T on G/T in the sense that the diagram
G/T G/T
t
//
Lγ

Lγ
t //

commutes for all t ∈ T . Therefore, Lγ → G/T is a T -equivariant line bundle and
induces a line bundle (Lγ)T over the homotopy quotient (G/T )T . Fix a basis χ1, . . . , χℓ
for the characters of T and let y˜i = c1((Lχi)T ) ∈ H
2
T (G/T ). These are equivariant
extensions of the cohomology classes yi := c1(Lχi) ∈ H
2(G/T ).
The T -equivariant cohomology of a point is
H∗T (pt) = H
∗(BT ) = Q[u1, . . . , uℓ], ui = c1(Sχi). (4)
For any T -space M , let π : G/T → pt be the constant map. The pullback map
π∗ : H∗T (pt)→ H
∗
T (M) makesH
∗
T (M) into an algebra over the polynomial ringQ[u1, . . . , uℓ].
6. Additive structure of H∗T (G/T )
Consider the action of T on G/T by left multiplication. Write W = WG = WG(T )
for the Weyl group of T in G. By Theorem 5, the rational cohomology ring of G/T is
H∗(G/T ) = Q[y1, . . . , yℓ]/(R
W
+ ) = R/(R
W
+ ),
whereR = Q[y1, . . . , yℓ] ≃ H
∗(BT ) and (RW+ ) is the ideal generated by theW -invariant
polynomials of positive degree in R. In particular, the cohomology H∗(G/T ) has only
even-dimensional cohomology classes. For dimensional reasons, viz., Hodd(G/T ) =
Hodd(BT ) = 0, all the differentials d2, d3, . . . in the spectral sequence of the fiber
bundle
G/T → (G/T )T → BT (5)
vanish, and additively
H∗((G/T )T ) = E2-term of the spectral sequence
= H∗(BT )⊗Q H
∗(G/T ) ≃ R ⊗Q H
∗(G/T ) ≃ R⊗Q (R/(R
W
+ ))
= Q[u1, . . . , uℓ]⊗Q (Q[y1, . . . , yℓ]/(R
W
+ )).
This shows that H∗T (G/T ) is a free R-module of rank equal to dimH
∗(G/T ).
Moreover, because the differentials dr, r ≥ 2, in the spectral sequence all vanish, the
classes y1, . . . , yℓ extend to global classes on (G/T )T . Indeed, since yi = c1(Lχi) is the
first Chern class of a T -equivariant line bundle on G/T , by (3) its global extension is
y˜i = c1((Lχi)T )
in H∗T (G/T ). Thus, H
∗
T (G/T ) is generated as a Q-algebra by u1, . . . , uℓ, y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ,
and it remains only to determine the relations they satisfy.
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7. Restriction to a fixed point in G/T
Although it is possible to give a shorter derivation of the equivariant cohomology
ring H∗T (G/T ) (see [9]), we will determine the ring structure of H
∗
T (G/T ) from the
fixed points of the action of T on G/T using the following localization theorem of
Borel. This approach leads to a restriction formula (Proposition 10) that will be useful
in our subsequent computation of characteristic numbers.
Theorem (Borel localization theorem, [13, Proposition 2, p. 39]) Suppose a torus T
acts on a manifold M with fixed point set F . Let iF : F →֒ M be the inclusion map.
Then both the kernel and cokernel of the restriction homomorphism
i∗F : H
∗
T (M)→ H
∗
T (F )
are torsion H∗(BT )-modules.
To apply this theorem to the action of T onG/T by left multiplication, it is necessary
to know the fixed point set F of the action as well as the restriction homomorphism
i∗F : H
∗
T (G/T )→ H
∗
T (F ).
Proposition 7. For a compact Lie group G with maximal torus T , let NG(T ) be the
normalizer of T in G and let T act on G/T by left multiplication. Then the fixed point
set F of the action is WG = NG(T )/T , the Weyl group of T in G.
Proof. The coset xT is a fixed point
iff txT = xT for all t ∈ T
iff x−1txT = T for all t ∈ T
iff x−1tx ∈ T
iff x ∈ NG(T ). 
At a fixed point w in G/T , the group T acts on the fiber (Lγ)w of the line bundle
Lγ . Therefore, the fiber (Lγ)w is a complex representation of T .
Lemma 8. At the fixed point w = xT ∈ WG, the torus T acts on the fiber of the line
bundle Lγ as the representation w · γ, i.e., (Lγ)w = Cw·γ.
Proof. The fiber of Lγ at a fixed point xT consists of elements of the form [x, v] ∈
G×γ C. If t ∈ T , then
t · [x, v] = [tx, v] = [x(x−1tx), v]
= [x, γ(x−1tx)v] = [x, (w · γ)(t)v].
Hence, under the identification [x, v] ↔ v, the torus T acts on the fiber (Lγ)w as the
representation w · γ. 
Lemma 9. Let w be a point in the Weyl group WG ⊂ G/T and iw : {w} →֒ G/T the
inclusion map. For a character γ of T , the restriction of the line bundle (Lγ)T from
(G/T )T to {w}T ≃ BT is given by
(iw)
∗
T (Lγ)T ≃ Sw·γ ,
where Sw·γ is the complex line bundle on BT associated to the character w · γ.
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Proof. By Lemma 8 the restriction of the line bundle Lγ to the fixed point w gives
rise to a commutative diagram of T -equivariant maps
{w} G/T.


iw
//
Cw·γ

Lγ

 //

Taking the homotopy quotients results in the diagram
BT (G/T )T .


(iw)T
//
(Cw·γ)T

(Lγ)T

 //

But (Cw·γ)T = ET ×T Cw·γ is precisely the line bundle Sw·γ over BT associated to
the character w · γ of T . 
To avoid a plethora of subscripts, we write (iw)
∗
T also as i
∗
w. To describe the restric-
tion i∗F : H
∗
T (G/T )→ H
∗
T (F ), we need to describe i
∗
w(ui) and i
∗
w(y˜i) for each w ∈W .
Proposition 10 (Restriction formula for G/T ). At a fixed point w ∈ W , let
i∗w : H
∗
T (G/T )→ H
∗
T ({w})
be the restriction map in equivariant cohomology. Then
(i) i∗wui = ui.
(ii) For any character γ ∈ Tˆ , i∗wc
T
1 (Lγ) = w · c1(Sγ). In particular, if y˜i = c
T
1 (Lχi)
and ui = c1(Sχi), then i
∗
wy˜i = w · ui.
Proof. (i) Let π : G/T → {w} be the constant map. Since π ◦ iw = 1w, the identity
map on {w}, i∗wπ
∗ = 1H∗
T
(G/T ). The elements ui in H
∗
T (G/T ) are really π
∗ui, so
i∗wui = i
∗
wπ
∗ui = ui.
(ii) By the naturality of c1 and by Lemma 9,
i∗wc1((Lγ)T ) = c1(i
∗
w(Lγ)T ) = c1(Sw·γ)
= w · c1(Sγ) (by Corollary 3).
Now take γ to be χi. 
8. The equivariant cohomology rings of G/T and G/H
Suppose G is a compact, connected Lie group with maximal torus T . Choose a
basis χ1, . . . , χℓ of the character group Tˆ . Let Lχi be the associated line bundles over
G/T , and yi = c1(Lχi) ∈ H
2(G/T ) and y˜i = c
T
1 (Lχi) ∈ H
2
T (G/T ) be their ordinary
and equivariant first Chern classes. Similarly, let Sχi be the associated line bundles
over BT , and ui = c1(Sχi) ∈ H
2(BT ) their first Chern classes. Recall R = H∗(BT ) =
Q[u1, . . . , uℓ].
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Theorem 11. (i) The equivariant cohomology ring of G/T under the action of
T on G/T by left multiplication is
H∗T (G/T ) ≃
Q[u1, . . . , uℓ, y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ]
J
,
where J is the ideal in Q[u1, . . . , uℓ, y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ] generated by b(y˜)− b(u) for all
polynomials b ∈ RWG+ , the WG-invariant polynomials of positive degree.
(ii) If H is a closed subgroup of G containing the maximal torus T , and T acts on
G/H by left multiplication, then
H∗T (G/H) ≃
Q[u1, . . . , uℓ]⊗Q (Q[y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ]
WH )
J
,
where J is the ideal in Q[u1, . . . , uℓ]⊗Q(Q[y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ]
WH ) generated by b(y˜)−b(u)
for all polynomials b ∈ RWG+ .
Proof. By Proposition 7, the fixed point set F of the action of T on G/T is the Weyl
group W =WG. For each w ∈W , by the restriction formula (Proposition 10), i
∗
wy˜i =
w · ui. Hence, if b(u) = b(u1, . . . , uℓ) is a W -invariant polynomial with coefficients in
Q, then
i∗wb(y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ) = b(w · u1, . . . , w · uℓ)
= b(u1, . . . , uℓ).
With π : G/T → {w} being the constant map and iw : {w} → G/T the inclusion map,
π ◦ iw = 1. Thus,
b(u) = i∗wπ
∗b(u).
It follows that
i∗wb(y˜) = b(u) = i
∗
wπ
∗b(u),
or
i∗w(b(y˜)− π
∗b(u)) = 0.
As is customary, in H∗T (G/T ), we identify π
∗b(u) with b(u), so we can write
i∗w(b(y˜)− b(u)) = 0.
Since this is true at any fixed point w ∈ F ,
i∗F (b(y˜)− b(u)) = 0,
where iF : F →֒ G/T is the inclusion map.
Let R = H∗(BT ). By the Borel localization theorem, the kernel of the restriction
map
i∗F : H
∗
T (G/T )→ H
∗
T (F )
is a torsion R-module. Since H∗T (G/T ) is a free R-module, the kernel must be 0.
Therefore, i∗F is injective. So we obtain the relations
b(y˜)− b(u) = 0 (6)
in H∗T (G/T ) for all W -invariant polynomials b(u1, . . . , uℓ).
Let J be the ideal (b(y˜)− b(u)) in Q[u1, . . . , uℓ, y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ] generated by b(y˜)− b(u)
for all polynomials b ∈ RW+ . Then there is a surjective ring homomorphism
φ :
Q[u1, . . . , uℓ, y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ]
J
≃
R⊗Q R
J
→ H∗T (G/T ). (7)
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From the spectral sequence of the fibering (5), we know that H∗T (G/T ) is a free R-
module of rank equal to dimH∗(G/T ). To prove that φ is an isomorphism, it suffices
to show that (R ⊗Q R)/J is a free R-module of the same rank, for in that case the
kernel of φ, being of rank 0, is a torsion submodule of a free module and is therefore
the zero module. Note that
R⊗Q R
J
≃ R⊗RW R,
since the tensor product over RW is obtained from the tensor product over Q by
dividing out by the ideal generated by elements of the form b⊗ 1− 1⊗ b for b ∈ RW .
Moreover,
R⊗RW R ≃ (R⊗Q Q)⊗RW R ≃
(
R⊗Q
RW
(RW+ )
)
⊗RW R
≃ R⊗Q
(
RW
(RW+ )
⊗RW R
)
≃ R⊗Q
R
(RW+ )
≃ R⊗Q H
∗(G/T ) (Theorem 5).
So (R ⊗Q R)/J is a free R-module of rank equal to dimH
∗(G/T ). This proves that φ
is an isomorphism.
(ii) Since the fiber bundle G/H → G/T with fiber H/T is T -equivariant, it induces
a map in homotopy quotients (G/H)T → (G/T )T , which is also a fiber bundle with
fiber H/T . By Lemma 4,
H∗T (G/H) = H
∗
T (G/T )
WH
=
Q[u1, . . . , uℓ]⊗Q (Q[y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ]
WH )
J
, (8)
where as before, J is the ideal generated by b(y˜)− b(u) for all b ∈ RWG+ . 
9. The tangent bundle of G/H
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g, and H a closed subgroup with Lie algebra
h.
Proposition 12 (See also [16, p. 130]). The tangent bundle of G/H is diffeomorphic
to the vector bundle G ×H (g/h) associated to the principal H-bundle G → G/H via
the adjoint representation of H on g/h.
Proof. For g ∈ G, let ℓg : G/H → G/H denote left multiplication by g. Then ℓg is a
diffeomorphism and its differential
(ℓg)∗ : TeH(G/H)→ TgH(G/H)
is an isomorphism.
Now define
ϕ : G×H (g/h)→ T (G/H)
by
ϕ([g, v]) = (ℓg)∗(v).
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To show that ϕ is well-defined, pick another representative of [g, v], say [gh,Ad(h−1)v]
for some h ∈ H . Then
(ℓgh)∗(Ad(h
−1)v) = (ℓgh)∗(ℓh−1)∗(rh)∗v
= (ℓg)∗(ℓh)∗(ℓh−1)∗(rh)∗v
= (ℓg)∗v,
since right multiplication rh on G/H is the identity map.
Since dimG/H = dim g/h, ϕ is a surjective bundle map of two vector bundles of
the same rank, and so it is an isomorphism. 
10. Equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle at a fixed point of
G/T
In this section G is a compact, connected Lie group, T a maximal torus in G, g and
t their respective Lie algebras, and W = NG(T )/T the Weyl group of T in G. The
adjoint representation of T on g decomposes g into a direct sum
g = t⊕
( ⊕
α∈△+
Cα
)
,
where △+ is a choice of positive roots.
Let w ∈ W be a fixed point of the left multiplication action of T on G/T , and νw
the normal bundle of {w} in G/T . The normal bundle at a point is simply the tangent
space. Let ℓ(w) be the length of w and (−1)w := (−1)ℓ(w) the sign of w.
Proposition 13 (Euler class formula for G/T ). The equivariant Euler class of the
normal bundle νw at a fixed point w ∈W of the left action of T on G/T is
eT (νw) = w ·

 ∏
α∈△+
c1(Sα)

 = (−1)w ∏
α∈△+
c1(Sα) ∈ H
∗(BT ).
Proof. By Proposition 12 the tangent bundle of G/T is the homogeneous vector
bundle associated to the adjoint representation of T on g/t = ⊕α∈△+Cα. In the
notation of Section 1, with Lα being the complex line bundle over G/T associated to
the character α of T ,
T (G/T ) ≃ G×T (g/t) ≃ G×T

 ⊕
α∈△+
Cα

 ≃ ⊕
α∈△+
Lα. (9)
By (9) and Lemma 8, at a fixed point w the normal bundle νw is
νw = Tw(G/T ) =
⊕
α∈△+
(Lα)w ≃
⊕
α∈△+
Cw·α.
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It follows that the equivariant Euler class of νw is
eT (νw) = e
T

 ⊕
α∈△+
Cw·α

 = e

 ⊕
α∈△+
(Cw·α)T


= e

 ⊕
α∈△+
Sw·α

 (by the definition of Sα)
=
∏
α∈△+
c1(Sw·α) =
∏
α∈△+
w · c1(Sα) (Corollary 3)
= w ·

 ∏
α∈△+
c1(Sα)

 (w is a ring homomorphism)
Each simple reflection s in the Weyl group W = NG(T )/T carries exactly one
positive root to a negative root. Note that c1(S−α) = c1(S
∨
α ) = −c1(Sα). Hence,
s ·

 ∏
α∈△+
c1(Sα)

 = ∏
α∈△+
c1(Ss·α) = −
∏
α∈△+
c1(Sα).
Since w is the product of ℓ(w) reflections,
w ·

 ∏
α∈△+
c1(Sα)

 = (−1)ℓ(w) ∏
α∈△+
c1(Sα). 
11. Fixed points of T acting on G/H
The quotient space WG/WH can be viewed as a subset of G/H via
WG
WH
≃
NG(T )
NH(T )
=
NG(T )
NG(T ) ∩H
→֒
G
H
.
Proposition 14. Under the action of T on G/H by left multiplication, the fixed point
set F is WG/WH .
Proof. The coset xH is a fixed point
iff txH = xH for all t ∈ T
iff x−1txH = H for all t ∈ T
iff x−1tx ∈ H for all t ∈ T
iff x−1Tx ⊂ H.
Since any two maximal tori in H are conjugate by an element of H , there is an element
h ∈ H such that
h−1x−1Txh = T.
Therefore, xh ∈ NG(T ), and xH = xhH . Thus any fixed point can be represented as
yH for some y ∈ NG(T ).
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Conversely, if y ∈ NG(T ), then yH is a fixed point of the action of T on G/H , since
TyH = yTH = yH . It follows that there is a surjective map
NG(T )։ F ⊂ G/H,
y 7→ yH
with fiber NG(T ) ∩H and hence a bijection
NG(T )
NG(T ) ∩H
≃ F. 
12. Restriction to a fixed point of G/H
Theorem 15 (Restriction formula for G/H). With H∗T (G/H) as in Theorem 11(ii)
and w a fixed point in WG/WH , the restriction map i
∗
w in equivariant cohomology
i∗w : H
∗
T (G/H)→ H
∗
T ({w}) = Q[u1, . . . , uℓ]
is given by
i∗wui = ui, i
∗
wf(y˜) = w · f(u)
for any WH -invariant polynomial f(y˜) ∈ Q[y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ]
WH .
Proof. Write w = xH ∈ NG(T )/(NG(T ) ∩ H) ⊂ G/H , with x ∈ NG(T ). The
commutative diagram of T -equivariant maps
{xH} G/H


ixH
//
{xT }
σx

G/T

 ixT //
σ

induces a commutative diagram in equivariant cohomology
H∗(BT ) H∗T (G/H) .
oo
i∗xH
H∗(BT )
OO
σ∗x
H∗T (G/T )
oo i
∗
xT
OO
σ∗
Since σ∗ : H∗T (G/H)→ H
∗
T (G/T ) is an injection and
σ∗x : H
∗
T ({xH}) = H
∗(BT )→ H∗(BT ) = H∗T ({xT })
is the identity map, the restriction i∗xH is given by the same formula as the restriction
i∗xT . The theorem then follows from the restriction formula for G/T (Proposition 10).

13. Pullback of an associated bundle
Assume that ρ : H → GL(V ) is a representation of the group H on a vector space
V over any field. By restriction, one obtains a representation of the maximal torus T .
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Proposition 16. Let σ : G/T → G/H be the projection map. Under σ the associated
bundle G×H V pulls back to G×T V :
σ∗(G×H V ) ≃ G×T V.
Proof. Let [g, v]T and [g, v]H denote the equivalence classes of (g, v) in G×T V and
G×H V respectively. Define ϕ : G×T V → σ
∗(G×H V ) by
[g, v]T 7→ (gT, [g, v]H).
If (gT, [g′, v′]H) is any element of σ
∗(G×H V ), then gH = g
′H . Hence, g′ = gh for
some h ∈ H and
(gT, [g′, v′]H) = (gT, [gh, v
′]H)
= (gT, [g, hv′]H)
= ϕ([g, hv′]T ),
which shows that ϕ is surjective. A surjective bundle map between two vector bundles
of the same rank is an isomorphism. 
14. Pulling back the tangent bundle of G/H to G/T
Let g, h, and t be the Lie algebras of G,H , and T respectively. Under the adjoint
representation of H the Lie algebra g decomposes into a direct sum of H-modules
g = h⊕m.
By Proposition 12, the tangent bundle of G/H is the associated bundle
T (G/H) ≃ G×H m. (10)
Restricting the adjoint representation to the maximal torus T , the Lie algebras of
H and G decompose further into a sum of T -modules
h = t⊕

 ⊕
α∈△+(H)
Cα


and
g = t⊕

 ⊕
α∈△+(H)
Cα

⊕

 ⊕
α∈△+\△+(H)
Cα

 ,
where △+(H) denotes a choice of positive roots for H , △+ a choice of positive roots
for G containing △+(H), and △+ \△+(H) the complement of △+(H) in △+. Hence,
as a T -module,
m =
⊕
α∈△+\△+(H)
Cα. (11)
Proposition 17. Under the natural projection σ : G/T → G/H, the tangent bundle
T (G/H) pulls back to a sum of associated line bundles:
σ∗T (G/H) ≃
⊕
α∈△+\△+(H)
Lα.
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Proof.
σ∗T (G/H) ≃ σ∗(G×H m) ≃ G×T m (by (10) and Proposition 16)
= G×T

 ⊕
α∈△+\△+(H)
Cα

 (by (11))
=
⊕
α∈△+\△+(H)
Lα (definition of Lα) 
15. The normal bundle at a fixed point of G/H
At a fixed point w = xH of G/H , with x ∈ NG(T ), the action of T on G/H induces
an action of T on the tangent space Tw(G/H).
Proposition 18. At a fixed point w = xH of G/H, the tangent space Tw(G/H)
decomposes as a representation of T into
Tw(G/H) ≃
⊕
α∈△+\△+(H)
Cw·α.
Proof. Let σ : G/T → G/H be the projection map. Then
TxH(G/H) = (T (G/H))xH (fiber of tangent bundle at xH)
= (σ∗T (G/H))xT
=

 ⊕
α∈△+\△+(H)
(Lα)xT

 (Proposition 17)
≃
⊕
α∈△+\△+(H)
Cw·α (Lemma 8) 
Theorem 19 (Euler class formula for G/H). At a fixed point w ∈WG/WH of the left
action of T on G/H, the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle νw is given by
eT (νw) = w ·

 ∏
α∈△+\△+(H)
c1(Sα)

 .
Proof. The normal bundle νw at the point w is the tangent space Tw(G/H). By the
multiplicativity of the Euler class and the fact that the Euler class of a complex line
bundle is its first Chern class, the equivariant Euler class of νw is
eT (νw) = e
T (Tw(G/H)) = e
T

 ⊕
α∈△+\△+(H)
Cw·α

 (Proposition 18)
=
∏
α∈△+\△+(H)
cT1 (Cw·α) =
∏
α∈△+\△+(H)
c1((Cw·α)T )
=
∏
α∈△+\△+(H)
c1(Sw·α) = w ·

 ∏
α∈△+\△+(H)
c1(Sα)

 . 
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16. Equivariant characteristic numbers of G/H and G/T
Suppose a torus T acts on a compact oriented manifold M . Let π : M → pt be
the constant map and π∗ : H
∗
T (M ;R) → H
∗
T (pt;R) = H
∗(BT ;R) the push-forward
or integration map in equivariant cohomology. For any class η˜ ∈ H∗T (M ;R), the
equivariant localization formula computes π∗η˜ in terms of an integral over the fixed
point set F ([2], [3]). In case the fixed points are isolated, the equivariant localization
formula states that
π∗η˜ =
∑
p∈F
i∗pη˜
eT (νp)
. (12)
On the right-hand side the calculation is performed in the fraction field of H∗(BT ;R)
and so is a priori a rational function of u1, . . . , uℓ, but it is part of the theorem that
the sum will be a polynomial in u1, . . . , uℓ since the left-hand side π∗η˜ ∈ H
∗(BT ;R)
is a polynomial in u1, . . . , uℓ.
Although the equivariant localization formula is stated for real cohomology, by view-
ing rational cohomology as a subset of real cohomology, we can apply the equivariant
localization formula to rational cohomology classes. Now suppose G is a compact, con-
nected Lie group, T a maximal torus in G, and H a closed subgroup of G containing T .
For η˜ ∈ H∗T (G/H ;Q), π∗η˜ is a priori a real class in H
∗(BT ;R). However, the explicit
formula (13) below shows that it is in fact a rational class in H∗(BT ;Q).
For M = G/H with the standard torus action, by Theorem 11(ii), an element of
H∗T (G/H ;Q) is of the form
η˜ =
∑
(π∗ai(u))fi(y˜),
where ai(u) ∈ Q[u1, . . . , uℓ] and fi(y˜) ∈ Q[y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ]
WH . By the projection formula,
π∗η˜ =
∑
ai(u)π∗fi(y˜).
Thus, to calculate π∗ : H
∗
T (G/H ;Q) ⊂ H
∗
T (G/H ;R)→ H
∗(BT ;R), it suffices to calcu-
late π∗f(y˜) for f(y˜) = f(y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ) a WH -invariant polynomial with coefficients in Q.
Since y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ are all equivariant characteristic classes, π∗f(y˜) is called an equivariant
characteristic number of G/H . With the aid of the restriction formula (Theorem 15)
and the Euler class formula (Theorem 19), the equivariant localization formula (12)
gives for any f(y˜) ∈ Q[y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ]
WH ,
π∗f(y˜) =
∑
w∈WG/WH
w ·
(
f(u)∏
α∈△+\△+(H) c1(Sα)
)
. (13)
In this formula, f(u) = f(u1, . . . , uℓ) is obtained from f(y˜) by replacing y˜i by ui.
Since the left-hand side π∗f(y˜) ∈ H
∗(BT ;R) is a polynomial in u1, . . . , uℓ with real
coefficients, so is the right-hand side. But the right-hand side clearly has rational
coefficients. Hence, π∗f(y˜) ∈ H
∗(BT ;Q).
For G/T ,
H∗T (G/T ) =
Q[u1, . . . , uℓ, y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ]
(b(y˜)− b(u) | b ∈ RWG+ )
,
and the fixed point set is WG. For f(y˜) ∈ Q[y˜1, . . . , y˜ℓ], by the restriction formula
(Proposition 10) and the Euler class formula (Proposition 13) for G/T ,
π∗f(y˜) =
∑
w∈WG
w ·
(
f(u)∏
α∈△+ c1(Sα)
)
=
∑
w∈WG
(−1)ww · f(u)∏
α∈△+ c1(Sα)
. (14)
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17. Ordinary integration and equivariant integration
We state a general principle (Proposition 20), well known to the experts, relating
ordinary integration and equivariant integration.
Proposition 20. Let M be a compact oriented manifold of dimension n on which a
compact, connected Lie group G acts and let π∗ : H
∗
G(M ;R) → H
∗(BG;R) be equi-
variant integration. Suppose a cohomology class η ∈ Hn(M ;R) has an equivariant
extension η˜ ∈ HnG(M ;R). Then ∫
M
η = π∗η˜. (15)
Remark 21. For a torus action the right-hand side π∗η˜ of (15) can be computed using
the equivariant localization formula in terms of the fixed point set F of T on M . In
case the fixed points are isolated, this gives∫
M
η =
∑
p∈F
i∗pη˜
eT (νp)
.
Proof of Proposition 20. The commutative diagram
pt BG


j
//
M
τ

MG

 i //
π

induces by the push-pull formula ([12, p. 158]) a commutative diagram in cohomology
H0(pt;R) H0(BG;R).oo
j∗
Hn(M ;R)
τ∗

HnG(M ;R)
oo i
∗
π∗

(16)
In degree 0, the restriction j∗ : H0(BG;R) → H0(pt;R) = R is an isomorphism.
Hence, if η has degree n in Hn(M ;R), then by the commutative diagram (16) and the
push-pull formula ∫
M
η = τ∗η = τ∗i
∗η˜ = j∗π∗η˜ = π∗η˜. 
Since all ordinary characteristic classes of G-vector bundles have equivariant exten-
sions, all ordinary characteristic numbers of G-vector bundles can be computed from
the equivariant localization formula.
Fix a basis χ1, . . . , χℓ of the character group Tˆ of the maximal torus T in the
compact, connected Lie group G. Let H be a closed subgroup containing T in G. On
G/T , we have associated bundles Lχi := G ×T Cχi . Let yi = c1(Lχi) ∈ H
2(G/T ;Q).
Let R be the polynomial ring Q[y1, . . . , yℓ]. By Theorem 6,
H∗(G/H ;Q) =
RWH
(RWG+ )
=
Q[y1, . . . , yℓ]
WH
(RWG+ )
.
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Theorem 22. Let f(y) ∈ Q[y1, . . . , yℓ]
WH be a WH-invariant polynomial of degree
dimG/H, where each yi has degree 2. Then the characteristic number
∫
G/H f(y) of
G/H is given by∫
G/H
f(y) = π∗f(y˜) =
∑
w∈WG/WH
w ·
(
f(u)∏
α∈△+\△+(H) c1(Sα)
)
.
Proof. Since y˜i = c
T
1 (Lχi) is an equivariant extension of yi, the cohomology class
f(y˜) ∈ H∗T (G/H ;Q) is an equivariant extension of f(y). Combining Proposition 20
and (13), the formula for the ordinary characteristic numbers of G/H follows. As
noted earlier, (13) shows that if f(y˜) is a rational class, then so is π∗f(y˜). 
18. Example: the complex Grassmannian
In this example, we work out the T -equivariant cohomology ring as well as the
characteristic numbers of the complex Grassmannian G(k, n) of k-planes in Cn. As a
homogeneous space, G(k, n) can be represented as G/H , where G is the unitary group
U(n) and H is the closed subgroup U(k)× U(n− k).
A maximal torus contained in H is
T = U(1)× · · · × U(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
=

t =

t1 . . .
tn


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ti ∈ U(1)

 .
A basis for the characters of T is χ1, . . . , χn, with χi(t) = ti. The characters χi define
line bundles Sχi over the classifying space BT . We let ui = c1(Sχi) ∈ H
2(BT ). A
choice of positive roots for G and for H is
△+ = {χi − χj | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n},
△+(H) = {χi − χj | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k} ∪ {χi − χj | k + 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}.
Therefore,
△+ \ △+(H) = {χi − χj | 1 ≤ i ≤ k, k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n}.
If α = χi − χj , then
c1(Sα) = c1(Sχi ⊗ S
∨
χj ) = c1(Sχi)− c1(Sχj ) = ui − uj . (17)
The Weyl groups of T in G and H are
WG = Sn, the symmetric group on n letters,
WH = Sk × Sn−k.
(Notation: Sα, Sχ are line bundles over BT associated to the characters α and χ, but
Sk, Sn are symmetric groups.) A permutation in the symmetric group Sn is a bijection
w : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n},
w(1) = i1, . . . , w(k) = ik, w(k + 1) = j1, . . . , w(n) = jn−k, (18)
where I = (i1, . . . , ik) and J = (j1, . . . , jn−k) are two complementary multi-indices,
i.e., I ∪ J = {1, . . . , n}. The equivalence class of w in Sn/(Sk × Sn−k) has a unique
representative with I = (i1 < · · · < ik) and J = (j1 < · · · < jn−k) both strictly
increasing.
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By Theorem 11(ii), the rational equivariant cohomology ring of the Grassmannian
G(k, n) under the torus action is
H∗T (G(k, n)) =
Q[u1, . . . , un]⊗Q (Q[y˜1, . . . , y˜k, y˜k+1, . . . , y˜n]
Sk×Sn−k)
J
, (19)
where J is the ideal in Q[u1, . . . , un]⊗Q (Q[y˜1, . . . , y˜k, y˜k+1, . . . , y˜n]
Sk×Sn−k) generated
by b(y˜) − b(u) for all symmetric polynomials b(y˜) ∈ Q[y˜1, . . . , y˜n]. Let σr be the rth
elementary symmetric polynomial. Since every symmetric polynomial is a polynomial
in the elementary symmetric polynomials, J is also the ideal generated by σr(y˜)−σr(u)
for r = 1, . . . , n. Thus, we may write
H∗T (G(k, n)) =
Q[u1, . . . , un]⊗Q (Q[y˜1, . . . , y˜k, y˜k+1, . . . , y˜n]
Sk×Sn−k)
(
∏
(1 + y˜i)−
∏
(1 + ui))
(20)
In this formula, the notation (p(u, y˜)) means the ideal generated by the homogeneous
terms of the polynomial p(u, y˜).
If S and Q are the universal sub- and quotient bundles over G(k, n), then setting
s˜r = c
T
r (S) = σr(y˜1, . . . , y˜k), q˜r = c
T
r (Q) = σr(y˜k+1, . . . , y˜n),
we have
1 + s˜1 + · · ·+ s˜k =
k∏
i=1
(1 + y˜i), and 1 + q˜1 + · · ·+ q˜n−k =
n∏
i=k+1
(1 + y˜i).
Thus (20) can be rewritten in the form
H∗T (G(k, n)) =
Q[u1, . . . , un, s˜1, . . . , s˜k, q˜1, . . . , q˜n−k]
((1 + s˜1 + · · ·+ s˜k)(1 + q˜1 + · · ·+ q˜n−k)−
∏
(1 + ui))
.
Using the relation
1 +
n−k∑
i=1
q˜i =
∏
(1 + ui)
1 +
∑
s˜i
, (21)
one can eliminate all the q˜i fromH
∗
T (G(k, n)); in other words, H
∗
T (G(k, n)) is generated
as an algebra over Q[u1, . . . , un] by s˜1, . . . , s˜k with relations given by terms of degree
> 2(n− k) in (21). In computing degrees, keep in mind that deg ui = 2 and deg s˜i =
deg q˜i = 2i.
Similarly, in this notation, the rational cohomology ring of the GrassmannianG(k, n)
is
H∗(G(k, n)) =
Q[y1, . . . , yk, yk+1, . . . , yn]
Sk×Sn−k
(
∏
(1 + yi))
=
Q[s1, . . . , sk, q1, . . . , qn−k]
((1 + s1 + · · ·+ sk)(1 + q1 + · · ·+ qn−k))
,
where sr = cr(S) = σr(y1, . . . , yk) and qr = cr(Q) = σr(yk+1, . . . , yn).
Proposition 23. The characteristic numbers of G(k, n) are∫
G(k,n)
c1(S)
m1 · · · ck(S)
mk =
∑
I
∏k
r=1 σr(ui1 , . . . , uik)
mr∏
i∈I
∏
j∈J (ui − uj)
, (22)
where
∑
mr = k(n− k), I runs over all multi-indices 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ n and J is
its complementary multi-index.
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Proof. In Theorem 22, take f(y) to be
∏k
r=1 cr(S)
mr =
∏k
r=1 σr(y1, . . . , yk)
mr and
w = (i1, . . . , ik, j1, . . . , jn−k)
as in (18). Because w · u1 = ui1 , . . . , w · uk = uik ,
w · f(u) =
k∏
r=1
σr(ui1 , . . . , uik)
mr .
By (17), ∏
α∈△+\△+(H)
c1(Sα) =
k∏
i=1
n∏
j=k+1
(ui − uj).
By (18),
w ·

 ∏
α∈△+\△+(H)
c1(Sα)

 = w ·

 k∏
i=1
n∏
j=k+1
(ui − uj)

 =∏
i∈I
∏
j∈J
(ui − uj). 
One of the surprising features of the localization formula is that although the right-
hand side of (22) is apparently a sum of rational functions of u1, . . . , un, the sum is in
fact an integer.
Example. As an example, we compute the characteristic numbers of CP 2 = G(1, 3).
The rational cohomology of CP 2 is H∗(CP 2) = Q[x]/(x3), generated by x = c1(S
∨
) =
−c1(S). By Proposition 23,∫
CP 2
x2 =
∫
G(1,3)
c1(S)
2 =
3∑
i=1
u2i∏
j 6=i(ui − uj)
=
u21
(u1 − u2)(u1 − u3)
+
u22
(u2 − u1)(u2 − u3)
+
u23
(u3 − u1)(u3 − u2)
,
which simplifies to 1, as expected.
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